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1. (a) Stars are born in a (1 mark)

� Supernova
√

Nebula � Big bang � Black hole

(b) Stars with a mass greater than 20 times that of our sun will form a when they die. (1 mark)

� Planetary nebula � Nebula � Neutron star
√

Black hole

(c) What is the difference between a nebula and a planetary nebula. (2 marks)

Solution: Nebula is where stars are born, planetary nebular is when a small star
dies and sheds it’s outer layers.

(d) What remains at the centre of a planetary nebula? (1 mark)

Solution: White dwarf.

2. (a) Describe how stars are born and how this is linked to the formation of planets. (6 marks)

Solution:

1. Gas in nebular disturbed by gravity of nearby phenomena/black hole/passing
solar system/ gravitational waves.

2. Clumps of gas form and draw gas inwards.

3. Collapsing lump rotates and forms a disc of gas and dust.

4. Disc rotates faster and draw in more material forming a hot dense core called
a protostar.

5. Friction between fast moving particles causes protostar to heat up.

6. When the temperature is high enough, hydrogen atoms fuse to form helium.

7. Bipolar flow erupts and blows away remaining gas and dust.

8. Remaining gas and dust goes on to form planets.

(b) Why do rocky planets form closer to the sun, and gas planets further away? (4 marks)

Solution:

• During the early formation of the solar system, the area closer to the the sun
was too warm for gases to condense into solids.

• Only heavier materials were able to group together to form planets. The reason
why rock planets are smaller in size was due to the rarity of metals in the
molecular cloud.

• Further out, the temperature was low enough for some gases to solidify and
due to the abundance of these gases, the gas planets were able to initially grow
larger than the inner planets.

• This would allow them to gain enough mass to be able to capture very light
elements such as hydrogen and helium, which enabled them to grow to such
enormous sizes.

3. (a) Describe what is meant by a ’main sequence star’. (2 marks)
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Solution: The main part of a stars life where it fuses hydrogen into helium.

(b) In the space below, draw a fully labelled Hertzpsrung-Russell Diagram, labelling the axes
(with units), the position of the Sun, Betelguese, Rigel and Sirius B. (8 marks)

Solution:

1. Giants drawn in correct place.

2. Super giants drawn in correct place.

3. Main sequence drawn in correct place.

4. White dwarfs drawn in correct place.

5. Axes labelled correctly

6. Units on axes correct.

7. 1 star labelled correctly.

8. 2 or 3 stars labelled correctly.

9. All stars labelled correctly.

4. (a) Explain why the sun will expand at the end of it’s life. (4 marks)

Solution:

1. Expands to red giant, (stops fusing hydrogen and starts fusing helium).

2. Because the outward radiation pressure from the fusion is greater than the
gravitational pressure.

3. The outward force due to fusion and inward force due to gravity are unbalanced.

4. The star stops expanding when the radiation pressure is equal to the inward
force from gravity. Until the inward and outward forces are balanced.

(b) Megan says that larger stars have shorter life spans in the main sequence stage. Is she
right? Explain your answer. (3 marks)

Solution:

1. Yes because,

2. The fusion reaction happens a lot faster

3. Due to the higher mass meaning higher gravity

(c) i. What is the heaviest element that can be made via fusion? (1 mark)

Solution: Iron.

ii. Why can it not fuse? (1 mark)

Solution: Iron nucleus is too stable (1), too much energy required to fuse it (1).

iii. The largest stars can fuse elements up to iron. Discuss what can happen once a
massive star can no longer undergo fusion. (5 marks)
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Solution: Any 5 from.

1. Fusion pressure disappears, only force is gravity.

2. Star implodes.

3. Star surpasses the electron degeneracy pressure.

4. Electrons and protons forced together forming neutrons.

5. Neutron degeneracy pressure reached, causing a shockwave which causes
the star to explode in a supernova explosion.

6. Neutron star remains for slightly smaller stars.

7. For more massive stars, the neutron degeneracy pressure is overcome and
a black hole is left behind after the supernova.

(d) Draw the proton cycle for hydrogen fusion in the space below. (4 marks)

Solution:

5. (a) Describe, in detail, the main differences between a type Ia and type II supernova. The
quality of your written communication and scientific language will be assessed in this
question. (6 marks)

Solution:

1. Type I binary system, type 2 singular star.

2. Type I white dwarf accretes material from larger star. White dwarf explodes.
Whereas type II is a large star that explodes.

3. Type I, once critical density/mass reached the white dwarf explodes. Type 2
explodes when large star has fused elements up to iron.

2 marks per point. 1 mark for good communication and language, 2 marks for
excellent communication and language.

(b) What causes the explosion in a supernova? (3 marks)

Solution: Any 3 from:

1. Outward fusion pressure stops.

2. So inward force of gravity causes star to implode.

3. Neutron degeneracy pressure reached.

4. Causes shock wave that blows star apart.

6. (a) Describe 2 ways scientists can detect black holes. (3 marks)

Solution:

1. They can see the gravitational effects on the surrounding objects that do emit
light.

2. Energy signatures from accretion discs.

Allow 1 mark for "they can see the radiation given off" but not quality of communication
and language mark.
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(b) What is the difference between a pulsar and a quasar? (3 marks)

Solution:

1. Pulsar is a type of neutron star.

2. Quasar is an extremely luminous active galactic nucleus, i

3. In which a supermassive black hole with mass ranging from millions to billions
of times the mass of the Sun is surrounded by a gaseous accretion disk.

(c) What are the most magnetic objects in the universe? Name one other unique feature
about this object. (2 marks)

Solution:

1. Magnetars.

2. Rotate more than once per second (allow spin incredibly fast or ’made of
neutrons’).
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